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ABSTRACT

Permeability of wood preservative is one of the most significant factors for protection of wood construction. Ani-
sotropic flow permeability was involved in different directions of wood with higher flow resistance in the trans-
verse and lower longitudinal directions. In this study, boron acid solution was brushed onto the tangential section
of air-dried wood cubes and boron penetration along wood transverse direction was investigated under free dif-
fusion, vacuum and HVEF treatments. Multi-scale boron distribution, FTIR measurement, leaching property,
mechanical properties and fungistatic characteristic were investigated for free diffusion, vacuum and HVEF trea-
ted samples respectively. The results revealed that boron exhibited high permeability along the transverse direc-
tion with the penetration depth of ≈35 mm for HVEF treated samples and ≈1 mm for free diffusion and vacuum
treated samples. For HVEF treated samples, no significant decrease of hardness, compression modulus of elasti-
city and strength were found in the treated samples. Better fungistatic characteristic was showcased in HVEF trea-
ted samples exposed to white rot fungi. Thus, HVEF treatment has a positive effect on boron permeability and the
improvement of penetration depth of preservatives hence playing a significant role in wood protection and
prolonging the service life of wood construction.
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1 Introduction

Wood, as a renewable and eco-friendly material, has been increasingly utilized in constructions and
architecture with advantages of simplicity and speed for fabrication [1]. However, wood is easy to be
decayed by rot fungi when placed in a moist environment. This will lead to significant decrease in the
mechanical properties of wood material and further limit the scope and service life of wood application
[2]. Various preservatives have been utilized for protection of wood and their penetration behavior in
wood micro-structure plays a significant role in the anti-fungal properties of wood which has been a topic
of investigation for a long time [3,4].
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Significant flow permeability pathways in wood anatomical structures involves a series of components,
including tracheid lumina, pit torus and pit apertures [5]. Anisotropic flow resistances were obtained and
analyzed mathematically based on the micro-structure characteristics of wood along different directions
[6,7]. Significantly straight penetrating pathways are involved in hollow lumina structure along axial
direction while tortuous flow permeability paths were observed in the transverse direction with compound
middle lumina, pit torus, pit margo, ray tracheid and parenchyma cells all being taken into consideration
[8]. It is essential to clearly understand the flow permeability paths in the transverse directions of wood in
order to improve them.

Methods to promote wood permeability have been investigated as a significant issue for a long period of
time. Vacuum and pressure method has been generally utilized in industrial wood modification for multi-
functional wood. Zhang et al. [9] has obtained electrically conductive Cu/wood composite with robust
mechanical properties via vacuum and pressure impregnation. However, the air bubbles generated under
the changed pressure could block the penetration pathways during the immersion treatment. Moreover,
high-frequency field has been utilized to improve wood penetration significantly with negative effect on
the mechanical characteristics of wood. Oloyede et al. [10] observed that the modulus of elasticity for
microwave treated wood decreased significantly with varying extents proportional to the different
microwave cavities. In addition, the supercritical CO2 treatment has also been applied in modification of
wood penetration. It could improve wood permeability while chemical degradation was obtained with
supercritical CO2 exhibiting high reactivity towards the carbohydrate fractions of wood [11]. Thus, in
order to avoid the decrease in wood permeability, mechanical property and interference with its chemical
content during treatment, novel technology needs to be explored for wood permeability improvement.

From previous study, we found that electric field treatment produced an induced electrophoretic force
which drives liquid flow on different substrates, which attributed to redistribution charges involved in
liquid droplet and polarizability in atoms and molecules [12,13]. Tabassian et al. [14] investigated the
shapes of liquid droplets and the degree of water penetration through graphene-coated meshes controlled
by electrical stimuli based on the functional control of hydrophobic repellency and liquid permeability.
Yun et al. [15] discovered that liquid metal is capable of super-wetting the solid surface and penetrating
through macro- and microporous materials with capillary structure by applying a certain voltage to the
structure. Furthermore, electric field has also been utilized in the modification of wood material
penetration. Lisbeth et al. [16] used an direct-current electric field to transport copper ions into wood
structure by electromigration between two electrodes. Christensen et al. [17] has explored the
electrokinetic acceleration of boron acid penetration into wood and significantly higher penetration depths
were obtained, varying with different wood section surfaces, moisture content of wood and current in the
electric field . Based on the same principle, Ribeiro has also studied the electrokinetic movement of ions
in the wood matrix by low-level electric field in order to remove Cu, Cr, and As from CCA-treated
timber waste [18]. However, the application of low-voltage electric field has been relatively neglected in
wood penetration treatment and the moisture content for wood samples should be more than 30% in
order to obtain deeper penetration. Besides, the electrodes need to be in direct contact with wood surface
after being treated with preservatives hence further limiting the scope of application of electric field
treatment in wood modification [17].

In this study, high-voltage electrostatic field (HVEF) with negative voltage of 60 kV was applied in
order to accelerate preservative penetration into wood micro-structure. The tangential section was selected
as the surface to be brushed with boron acid preservative. The effects of free diffusion and vacuum
treatments on wood flow permeability were also investigated and compared with HVEF treatment. The
penetration paths of boron ions were characterized by colored reaction. The multi-scale boron
distribution, FTIR measurement, mechanical properties, leaching and fungistatic properties were explored
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to evaluate the influence of HVEF treatment on wood flow permeability and be put into comparison with
other treatments.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
Plain-sawed pine (Pinus contorta) sapwood lumber bought from Suzhou Jingxiu Construction

Technology Co., Ltd., China was selected to be used in this study. It was broad-grained wood and the
share of latewood was 25.31%. The samples with dimensions of 35 mm × 35 mm × 35 mm were cut out
and ensured that there was no visual defects. The samples were air-dried and balanced at room
temperature (23°C, 65%RH) with average moisture content of 11.73% and average density of 0.45 g/cm3.
Boric acid solution (11% by w.) was selected as the wood preservative to be brushed onto the wood’s
tangential section.

2.2 Free Diffusion, Vacuum and HVEF Treatments
For each experiment, the samples were selected from the same lumber to undergo free diffusion, vacuum

and HVEF treatments, respectively. They were brushed with boric acid solution (H3BO3+H2O=[B(OH)4]
-+H+)

on transverse section with the amount of usage being 105 g/m2, as shown in Fig. 1. For free diffusion
treatment (Fig. 1a), one third of samples stayed at room temperature (23°C, 65%RH) for 48 h. For
vacuum treatment (Fig. 1b), one third of samples were put in the vacuum device with the pressure of
0.09 MPa for 48 h. The vacuum device was released every half an hour. For HVEF treatment (Fig. 1c),
one third of samples were put in between electrostatic field plates. The upper negative electrode plate was
connected to the high-voltage generator and the other positive plate was connected to the ground [19].
The samples were put on the positive plate and the distance between electrodes was 38 mm. The upper
electrode plate was ensured to be not in contact with the wood samples. The treatment duration was 48 h
and the voltage was set as 60 kV. After treatments, all the samples were dried for 24 h at 50°C and then
saved at room temperature (23°C, 65%RH) for 48 h. Three repetitive experiments were conducted for
each condition, respectively.

Figure 1: The diagram for wood cubes brushed with boron and then under different treatments including (a)
free diffusion, (b) vacuum and (c) HVEF treatments. (d) The cubes cut to two parts by the chisel and (e)
samples selected from different layers for various measurements
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2.3 Measurement of Penetration Depth
The samples were cut along the fiber direction from cross section as shown in the Fig. 1d. The

measurement of penetration depth was analyzed by visual inspection according to the GB/T 23229-
2009 standards. 10 mL hydrochloric acid was diluted with absolute ethyl alcohol to 100 mL and then
0.25 g curcumin and 10 g salicylic acid were added in the solution. After stirring and filtering, the
curcumin solution was sprayed onto the cut surface. The boron ions reacted with curcumin immediately,
where the color would turn to red based on the chromogenic reaction.

2.4 Measurement of Color Difference
The color parameters for the cut and exposed surface was measured using a spectrophotometer (CM-

600d, Konica Minolta Co., Ltd., Japan). Measurements were taken at the upper, middle and bottom
positions of the treated samples respectively (Fig. 1e). The parameters of ΔE, Δa*, Δb* and ΔL* were
obtained and analyzed. ΔL* represented the brightness to darkness, Δa* represented the intensity of
greenness to redness (a < 0 for green, a > 0 for red), Δb* referred to the intensity of blueness to
yellowness (b < 0 for blue, b > 0 for yellow) and ΔE represented the total color difference.

2.5 Boron Distribution in Micro-Structure of Wood
The microscopy (BX51 M, Olympus Co., Ltd., Japan) was utilized to investigate the boron distribution

in wood structure. Measurements were taken at the upper, middle and bottom points of the treated samples.
The micro-structure of pit and wood ray regions were selected and comparative analysis was done across
different samples.

2.6 Boron Content in Treated Wood Samples
Slices with dimensions of 10 mm (length) × 5 mm (width) × 1 mm (height) were cut along wood

longitudinal direction from upper to bottom layer of treated wood as shown in Fig. 1e. The microtome
blade was used to prepare the slices. Boron content in the slices was measured by spectrophotometer
(UV752, Shanghai Yuke Instrument Co., Ltd., China) according to the GB/T 23229-2009 standard. Every
three slices were heated in the 150 mL conical flask with 10 mL distilled water for 10 min and then
allowed to cool down to room temperature. After filtration, the liquid filtrate was used for measurement
of boron content. The slices were vacuum-dried for 24 h at 50°C and were then saved.

2.7 ATR-FTIR Spectra
The slices cut from the surface of treated wood samples were used for ATR-FTIR spectra measurement

(PerkinElmer Co., Ltd., Germany). The dimensions of slice were 10 mm (length) × 10 mm (width) × 1 mm
(height) and the slices were vacuum-dried for 24 h at 50°C. They were saved in the drying chamber. The
recording range was from 400 to 4000 cm−1 and the resolution of the device was 2 cm−1.

2.8 Leaching Property
New wood samples from the same lumber were cut to the dimensions of 20 mm (length) × 20 mm

(width) × 20 mm (height). The samples were brushed with boric acid solution with the amount of usage
being 105 g/m2 and then treated with HVEF, vacuum and free diffusion for 48 h as mentioned above.
After being allowed to oven-dry at 50°C for 24 h, the samples were balanced for 24 h at room
temperature and then put into the 500 mL beaker together with 180 mL deionized water. The samples
were completely submerged in water and the leachate was collected after 30 min of vacuum treatment,
6, 24 and 48–336 h (water in the beaker was replaced every 48 h) according to the standard of GB/T
29905-2013.
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2.9 Mechanical Properties and Fungistatic Measurement
The Janka hardness device (Shanghai Biaozhuo Co., Ltd., China) was utilized to measure the hardness

of wood samples according to GB/T 1941-2009. Semi-hemispherical steel indenter was pressed in wood
surface at the speed of 3 mm/min until the depth up to 5.64 mm. Then, the value of hardness was
recorded and obtained from the device. Three repetitions were conducted for each condition.

For transverse compression modulus of elasticity and compression modulus of rapture measurement
(WDW-100, Changchun Kexin Co., Ltd., China), the wood cube was divided into four equal parts along
the direction of wood fiber and the dimensions for each part were 30 mm (length) × 15 mm (width) ×
15 mm (height). The testing method strictly followed that stated in the standard of GB/T 1939-2009.

Samples were cut from upper layer, middle layer and bottom layer of treated wood cube with diameter of
10 mm and height of 1 mm. The samples were sterilized by UV light for 48 h and then put into the 90 mm
petri dishes (PDA, Potato Dextrose Agar) filled with white rot fungi (Postia placenta) for four weeks. The
graphs for these samples were obtained before and after exposure to fungi and the values of difference
absolute (DA) and edge intensity (EI) for these graphs were calculated by MATLAB using the function
of image definition.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Multi-Scale Boron Distribution for Treated Samples
After chromogenic reaction of boron with curcumin solution had taken place, the boron distribution

could be visually recognized from the new exposed surface of the half of the wood cube as shown in
Fig. 2. The color parameters were obtained from the upper, middle and bottom parts for different treated
wood samples respectively. The differences between color parameters were calculated respectively based
on the value of controlled sample without boric acid. For different treated samples, ΔL* and Δa* were
negative while ΔE and Δb* were positive; and boron distribution pattern identified from the exposed
surfaces exhibited variation among different treated samples.

For free diffusion and vacuum treated samples (Figs. 2a and 2b), more boron was mainly distributed on
the upper parts with the penetration depth of ≈1 mm and very little boron distributed around the middle and
bottom positions along transverse direction. The color difference parameters further confirmed this
phenomenon. Higher values of color difference parameters were obtained for the upper part of free
diffusion and vacuum treated samples as compared to the low values obtained at the middle and bottom
parts. Furthermore, the value of standard deviation calculated was significantly high which could be
attributed to the nonuniform boron distribution at the upper part of the exposed surface. For HVEF
treated samples (Fig. 2c), the boron distribution on exposed surface was more uniform with the
penetration depth of ≈35 mm and the values of color difference parameters for the middle and bottom
parts were higher than that of free diffusion and vacuum treated samples. This is due to the fact that the
boron ions dissociated from the boric acid solution and they migrated towards positive charged electrode
in the electric field with increasing velocity as stated in previous investigation especially for the condition
of high voltage [17].

In order to further explore the boron distribution for micro-structure of wood under different treatment
methods, micro-graphs were obtained through the metallurgical microscope. In the figure, red color
represented the boron ions owing to the chromogenic reaction with curcumin and yellow color
represented parts of the wood structure that were stained by curcumin. Bordered pits and cross field pits
were observed for free diffusion, vacuum and HVEF treated samples. Three capture points were obtained
from the upper, middle and bottom parts of each treated sample. From the tangential section, boron ions
penetrated into wood structure along radial direction through wood ray tracheids, ray parenchyma cells
and a few of bordered pits. Moreover, flow channels along the longitudinal and tangential directions
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including tracheid, bordered pits and cross field pits also have significant impact on the corresponding wood
permeability [20].

For free diffusion and vacuum treated samples (Figs. 3a–3d), the boron ions distributed along the cell
wall at the upper position with majority of the boron ions penetrating along void spaces of adjacent tracheid,
compound middle lamella and outer layer of wood’s cell wall which is commonly referred to tracheid and ray
cell. A few of boron ions surrounded bordered pits and there was no obvious boron content observed that
filled the pit cavity and the porus. Moreover, at the middle and bottom positions, there was no sign of
obvious boron ions migration into wood structure for the free diffusion and vacuum treated samples with
the color of these regions being yellow (curcumin reacted with chemical groups in wood) (Figs. 3b–3f).
For HVEF treatment, higher volume of boron ions penetrated into wood tracheid along transverse
direction with void spaces of adjacent tracheid, compound middle lamella and the whole cell wall of
tracheid being displayed in red. More bordered pits were spread and filled with boron ions with the
margo and porus being displayed in red as well (Fig. 3g). This is due to the fact that HVEF treatment
accelerated the oriented ions migration along the transverse direction of wood under the electric field
force as stated and mentioned above. In addition, significantly increased quantity of boron ions were
observed at the middle and bottom positions of exposed surface of treated wood samples as compared to
the free diffusion and vacuum treated samples (Figs. 3h–3i). However, there was lower content of boron
ions at middle and bottom positions of HVEF treated samples compared with that at the upper position.
The void spaces of adjacent tracheid, compound middle lamella and cell wall of tracheid were not fully
filled with boron ions as shown in Figs. 3h–3i. This was attributed to the blocking effects along the
transverse penetration direction in wood caused by factors such as pits structure, wall thickness of
tracheid, ray tracheid and ray parenchyma cell as stated in previous study as well [21].

Figure 2: Macro color difference for different treated samples. Images of the split faces of wood samples
treated with boric acid solution under (a) free diffusion, (b) vacuum and (c) HVEF treatments. The color
difference as determined by image analysis at the upper, middle and bottom positions of different treated
samples
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Figure 3: Micro color difference of cross field and pits regions for different treated samples. The
micrographs selected from (a) upper, (b) middle and (c) bottom positions on the exposed surface for free
diffusion treated samples; from (d) upper, (e) middle and (f) bottom positions for vacuum treated
samples; from (g) upper, (h) middle and (i) bottom positions for HVEF treated samples
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3.2 Boron Content and Its Reaction with Wood
In addition, treated samples were cut into slices and boron ions content for these slices was investigated

in order to further identify the boron distribution for different treated samples. From Fig. 4a, it could be seen
that the highest boron content was obtained for upper slices (1–3 mm) for different treated samples and then
gradually decreased for other slices ranging from 4 mm to 33 mm. The values of boron content were matched
with the color of liquid in the comparison tubes as shown in Fig. 4b with the deepest color for upper slices
and gradually faded ones for other slices.

For free diffusion and vacuum treatments, higher standard deviation of boron content was obtained
along the 1–3 mm range for free diffusion samples as compared to other treatments and this indicated that
the upper position exhibited a higher extent of non-uniformity. Moreover, no obvious boron content was
found along the direction of depth of wood samples except for some found at the upper layers. For
HVEF treated samples, significant higher boron content was observed along the direction height of the
wood samples as compared to samples treated with other treatment methods. Furthermore, high value of
standard deviation of boron contents were observed for the slices at the 4–27 mm range and this result
indicated that the boron ions were still not distributed evenly along the height of the wood samples. This
result was of great significance owning to the fact that boron ions penetrated into wood via various
pathways including void spaces of adjacent tracheid, compound middle lamella, the cell wall of tracheid
and bordered pits and the position of wood pits, wood ray cells. The number of pits along transverse
direction of wood structure were uncertain as stated in the previous study. Besides, the normal pits and
aspirated pits involved in tracheid play a significant role in wood flow penetration as well [22]. These
micro-structure characteristics led to indirect penetration paths for boron ions along transverse direction
and nonuniform flow resistance for ions permeating into these anatomical structures [23]. These results
were further confirmed to be true as they were consistent with the parameters of color difference
investigation and the distribution pattern of boron ions in micro-structure of wood for various
treated samples.

Except for the boron distribution in wood microstructure, the reaction of boron ions with chemical
groups of wood fiber was also investigated using FTIR measurement for treated samples under free
diffusion, vacuum and HVEF treatment methods, respectively (Fig. 5). From the figure, O–H and C–H
stretching vibration bands at 3344 cm−1 and 2896 cm−1 could be observed which could be attributed to

Figure 4: (a) The boron contents of the slices along the transverse direction for different treated samples.
(b) Liquid in the comparison tubes used for detecting boron content from the slices along the transverse
direction of different treated samples
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cellulose and hemicellulose, respectively [24]. For the upper surface layer, these peaks were significantly
decreased after being treated with boron solution as compared to those in the controlled samples. This
result was due to the fact that the boron which covered the wood surface reacted with chemical groups in
the wood [25]. The same phenomenon was observed for lignin chemical bands as shown by the
stretching vibration bands of C=O at 1733 cm−1 and 1646 cm−1 attributed to xylan acetyl group and
conjugated carbonyl groups in lignin. The peak of C=C at 1512 cm−1 was attributed to vibration in the
carbon skeleton of the benzene ring in lignin. The bands of C–H, C=C at 1452 cm−1 and C–C at 1422
cm−1 were attributed to the skeletal vibration of benzene ring in lignin and the peak of C–O at 1317 cm−1

attributing to the syringyl derivative of lignin. Decreased peaks were obtained as well including the
bending vibration band of C–H at 1370 cm−1 and stretching vibration band at 1263 cm−1 attributed to
cellulose and hemicellulose, and the bending vibration band of C–H at 896 cm−1 attributed to the
cellulose. Futhermore, no significant variation for these peaks was observed for the middle and bottom
layers selected from the free diffusion or vacuum treated samples (Figs. 5a and 5b) while decreased peaks
were obtained as well for the other two layers for HVEF treated samples (Fig. 5c). These results were
further verified that the boron ions permeated in the wood structure under the accelerated migration effect
of HVEF treatment and these results were consistent with the boron distribution as investigated in
microscopy measurement.

The leaching property of boron treated samples were conducted in this study as shown in Fig. 6.
According to the standard, the boron treated samples were immersed in distilled water and leachate was
collected at different time intervals including 30 min, 6 h, 24 h, 48 h–336 h. The boron content in
leachate was measured for these samples as shown in the figure. During the 30 min vacuum immersion,
most of the boron leached from treated samples while higher boron content was obtained for vacuum and
HVEF treated samples. After 6 h, the boron content in leachate was significantly lower for various treated
samples. No significant variations of boron content in leachate were found for free diffusion, vacuum and
HVEF treated samples. This result indicated that the boron accelerated migration into wood
microstructure under HVEF treatment has an inapparent effect on the leaching behaviour of wood treated
samples. Thus, it is of great significance to decrease the leaching properties for HVEF treated samples in
future research.

3.3 Mechanical Properties and Fungistatic Measurement
As stated in previous study, methods of wood modification would have varying negative effects on their

mechanical properties. Therefore, in this study, the mechanical properties were investigated for boron treated
samples under free diffusion, vacuum and HVEF treatments and compared with the controlled samples
(without boron treatment). As shown in Fig. 7a, the hardness was measured for different samples and no
obvious variations at the level of p < 0.05 were obtained for boron treated samples as compared with the
controlled samples. In addition, the compression modulus of elasticity and compression strength were
obtained for boron treated samples and compared with those of the controlled samples (Figs. 7b and 7c).
Variations were observed for boron treated samples under different treatments as compared to the
controlled samples, but these variations were not significant compared to the controlled samples with the
value of p < 0.05. The variations of compressive modulus of elasticity and strength for vacuum treated
samples were attributed to the cell lumen deformation during air extraction which was similar to the
result observed in previous study [26]. No reduction in compressive modulus of elasticity and strength
was observed for HVEF treated samples regardless of whether the samples were taken from upper or
bottom positions.
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Figure 5: FTIR measurement for different treated samples selected from upper, middle and bottom layers
and compared with the control. The scanning ranges of 450∼4000 cm−1 and 450∼2000 cm−1 for (a) free
diffusion, (b) vacuum and (c) HVEF treated samples
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In addition, wood fungistatic test was conducted and the duration of exposure for wood samples to fungi
was four weeks (Fig. 8). The samples were selected from upper layer (①), middle layer (②) and bottom layer
(③) of the treated wood samples for each condition, respectively. The graphs for various treated samples were
obtained before and after fungistatic measurement. For free diffusion and vacuum treatments, a high amount

Figure 6: Boron content in leachate measured for free diffusion, vacuum and HVEF treated samples and
compared with the control. The leachate collected after samples immersion in distilled water of 30 min
(vacuum), 6, 24 and 48–336 h

Figure 7: Hardness, compressive modulus of elasticity and strength for different treated samples and
compared with the control. (a) Hardness measurement, (b) compressive modulus of elasticity and
(c) compressive strength measurements
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of fungi was observed which covered the surface of samples selected from upper, middle and bottom layers.
These are owning to the fact that boron treated surface was attached to the culture medium and few boron
ions penetrated along transverse direction under free diffusion and vacuum treatments with the labeled
surfaces exhibiting low boron content. For HVEF treated samples, no significant quantity of fungi was
obtained from the samples according to the graphs and this result was attributed to migration and further
penetration of boron into the wood structure as shown above in Fig. 3. The DA and EI were calculated to
evaluate the image definition and to quantitatively analyze the fungistatic properties. The different treated
samples as well as the controlled groups were all divided into four areas. After exposure to fungi, highly
decreased values of DA and EI were obtained for free diffusion and vacuum treated samples. This result
was due to the high coverage of fungi on the samples resulting in the label being not clear enough to
recognize. Higher values of DA and EI were obtained for different layers of the HVEF treated samples
after fungi exposure experiment as compared to other treated samples. This result was attributed to the
fact that boron penetrated further into the wood structure under HVEF treatment. Thus, higher extent of
fungistatic property were obtained for HVEF treated samples than that obtained from other samples. This
result also indicated that increased permeability played a significant role in highlighting the fungistatic
property of wood samples.

4 Conclusion

From macro-scale, higher permeability of boron along transverse direction was obtained for HVEF
treated wood samples with the penetration depth of ≈35 mm and no reduction of compressive modulus of
elasticity and strength were found for HVEF treated samples. From micro-scale, higher volume of boron

Figure 8: The fungistatic measurement for different treated samples selected from upper, middle and bottom
layers labeled as ①, ② and ③ respectively and compared with the control. The graphs for (a) control, (b) free
diffusion, (c) vacuum and (d) HVEF treated samples collected before and after exposing to wood white rot
fungi for four weeks. (e) Difference absolute (DA) and edge intensity (EI) parameters calculated for different
treated samples and compared with the control
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ions penetrated into wood tracheid along transverse direction which filled the void spaces of adjacent
tracheid, compound middle lamella, the whole cell wall of tracheid as well as the margo and porus of
bordered pits for HVEF treated samples as compared to that in free diffusion and vacuum treated
samples. The results of boron content and FTIR measurements along the transverse section were further
verified as it was consistent with the multi-scale boron distribution of varied treated samples.
Furthermore, higher extent of fungistatic property was obtained for HVEF treated samples than the other
treated samples. Thus, it could be concluded that HVEF treatment has a positive effect on boron
permeability and the improvement of penetration depth of preservative plays a significant role in wood
protection and prolonging the service life of wood construction.

However, the value of standard deviation for boron content along transverse direction was high for
HVEF treated samples which indicated that great efforts should be invested in order to further investigate
the penetration path and to obtain well-distributed ions along transverse direction. In addition, no
significant variation was observed in the leaching property of free diffusion, vacuum and HVEF treated
samples. It is also a significant subject for utilization of modified wood in construction to decrease the
amount of element leaching from wood samples treated with preservatives.
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